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Abstract: This paper explores English medical terminology and word combinations, their semantic
distinctiveness, and their impact on the professional translation of medical texts into German. We
present a semi-automated lexical analysis of a large text corpus used to prepare translation projects.
Medical word combinations (collocations) in such specialized texts can be examined on a syntagmatic
and paradigmatic level. We developed an online database (Medterm Heidelberg) to store and
retrieve medical terminology and phraseology for producing high-quality translations.
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1

Introduction

In English-speaking countries, patients in a hospital are said to undergo surgery. A biopsy is
performed. People suffer from (or have) diseases. Which wording would a physician prefer,
and what expression would a patient use?
We call these word combinations collocations. Although they are a part of everyday English
usage, collocations seem to be arbitrarily composed as well as limited in their range of
variation. This raises the question of how they can be described in specialized language, and
whether medical collocations follow a predictable pattern that could possibly save language
learners from having to memorize each collocation individually.
While translators are able to identify collocations in a foreign language text, producing them
in the foreign language is still a delicate task (Kornelius 1995). Will native speakers still
understand the text if a translator chooses an unusual combination of words? Will the target
audience still accept the translation? Even native speakers cannot follow their instincts
blindly when they leave behind the familiar field of general language and move on to an
academic field that claims its own language for specific purposes (LSP) (Bergenholtz & Tarp
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1994, Caro Cedillo 2004). This is a crucial issue in the context of language proficiency.
Previous research has shown that German LSP texts contain up to 9 percent collocations and
English texts up to 16 percent (Halkiopoulou 2006).
2

A synopsis of collocation research

Collocations embed medical terms in a context of surrounding words. These collocations are
the cornerstones of LSP texts and have a profound influence on translation.
By analyzing texts from several academic fields, Halkiopoulou devised a system to
quantitatively analyze text genres from various academic fields according to their degree of
language specialization (Halkiopoulou 2006). Surprisingly, her research showed that highly
specialized texts contain fewer collocations than texts which are closer to general language.
Accordingly, collocations are both a stylistic device and a measurement of the degree of
language specialization.
Based on these interdisciplinary findings, Hüging investigated various degrees of language
specialization within medical texts. She established a classification of 12 samples of English
medical texts according to their degree of language specialization (Hüging 2011, pp. 111ff.).
Hüging also surveyed professional translators to empirically identify the types of medical
texts that are most relevant in everyday translation work (ibid., p. 88).
In all of those text genres collocations proved to play a central role, representing the
smallest units of translation to be processed during interlingual transfer. Accordingly,
research on collocations soon became an area of special interest within translation studies.
2.1

Base and collocator: The structure of a translation unit

A collocation can be defined in various ways according to its internal structure. A frequently
cited system is one developed by Hausmann, who makes the distinction between a base and
a collocator (1989). These components can be classified according to their part of speech.
Hausmann establishes six types (syntagmas) that generally feature a noun as the base,
shown in italics below. He presents the following English examples (Hausmann 1989, p.
1010):
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adjective + noun: confirmed bachelor
noun (as the subject of a phrase) + verb: the flower wilts
verb + noun (object): to withdraw money
verb + adverb: it is raining heavily
adverb + adjective: seriously injured
noun + noun (with a preposition): a gust of wind

The two lexical units are semantically related to each other, forming a word group that can
be treated as a translation unit (Kornelius 1995, Orbán 2008, Grauer 2009). For example, the
noun base surgery combines with the collocator to undergo. The linguistic paradigm (the set
of collocators) that may be combined with a given base is called the collocational range.
According to Hausmann, the subordinate collocator is semantically dependent on its base
(Hausmann 1989, p. 1010) and remains undetermined before its use in the collocation.
Accordingly, in the collocational pair to undergo surgery, the medical meaning of the verb is
only revealed by its combination with surgery, whereas surgery does not change in meaning
from its dictionary definition.
2.2

The concept of collocations in this paper

Further research by Holderbaum (2003) addressed a new type of collocations consisting of
more than two units. As with regular collocations, three lexemes (mostly adjectives, nouns,
and verbs) combine and become acceptable word combinations: suspected case of anthrax.
Another special type of English collocations contains phrasal verbs, introducing an additional
preposition or adverb to connect the verb to its object: to think through a diagnosis. Both
examples feature three or more words combined with each other in a sentence. These
collocations can be filed under a seventh syntagma known as grammatical collocations,
extending Hausmann's classification.
The status of collocations in linguistics has been discussed at length without yielding a
universally accepted definition. Some researchers consider collocations as lexical units:
Kromann argues that they can be treated as individual translation units, much like a
headword in a dictionary (Kromann 1989). In specialized language, Heid and Freibott regard
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collocations as independent lexical units with the same status as terms (Heid & Freibott
1991, p. 82). Bergenholtz and Tarp addressed the general problem of classifying word
combinations in specialized language lexicography. Their analysis of technical dictionaries
revealed that multi-word terms cannot be universally distinguished from collocations across
academic fields or even across languages: "Eine Kritik der jeweiligen unterschiedlichen
Lemmaansetzung kann nur im Rahmen einer fachlichen Auseinandersetzung geführt
werden."
("A critical review of the various lemmatization approaches can only be conducted through
discussions by specialists." [Author’s translation]) (Bergenholtz & Tarp 1994, p. 390).
Due to the aforementioned uncertainties, we refrain from making any distinction between
collocations and multi-word terms in this paper. Instead, we advocate an approach whereby
word combinations are considered individually during terminology extraction to determine
whether a word combination is a medical term (lemma) or a collocation.
In agreement with Holderbaum (2003), we define grammatical collocations as an additional
seventh syntagma. Our other six syntagmas are taken from Hausmann's classification (1989).
Contrary to his definition (cf. section 2.1 above), we will allow any part of speech as the base
of the collocation. The base is essentially considered as the original word from which a
collocation is formed—the initial node according to Sinclair (Sinclair 1966, p. 415). This open
approach to collocations is more closely related to British Contextualism. Much like Firth, we
assume a mutual expectancy of words in word sequences: "The collocation of a word or a
‘piece‘ is not to be regarded as mere juxtaposition, it is an order of mutual expectancy."
(Firth 1968, p. 181).
2.3

The translator's burden in specialized language

Translators must be able to elicit the appropriate collocator in the target language or—in the
case of grammatical collocations—detect interdependencies between more than two
components. This is an essential skill for both general and specialized-language translators.
Kimmes and Kornelius have shown that the range of acceptable collocations in general
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English can be extensive (Kimmes & Kornelius 2010). From a corpus of approximately 37
million words, they extracted nearly 600 collocations associated with the noun anger, such
as to create anger, expression of anger, mounting anger.
Their findings suggest that for any given base, the number of collocators (i.e. collocational
range) is likely to be so extensive that it becomes unmanageable. Angelone demonstrated
that translators cannot memorize extensive numbers of collocations in the same way that
traditional foreign-language vocabulary is learned (Angelone 2007). It is not feasible to learn
collocations systematically from pre-compiled lists, even for a translator with near-native
speaker proficiency. According to Angelone, the translator's duty is instead to identify
collocations as potential stumbling blocks in translation, and then to rely on corpus
verification to select a target language equivalent (ibid.).
Consequently, translators must deal with a previously overlooked problem: For any given
base, the number of acceptable collocations may be so extensive that all memorization
techniques fail. Yet a translator cannot randomly insert a supposed collocation in the target
text without some prior verification: Is it acceptable to say to invent a law, or in medicine:
can a person get a myocardial infarction? Such dilemmas are solved through extensive
terminological and phraseological research, especially when translating specialized language
texts. Ideally, research and verification are conducted on the basis of a large, high-quality
corpus of specialized language texts. The following section describes how such a highly
specific corpus can be compiled from texts used in medical education.
3

The concept of Problem-Based Learning through medical case studies

At the Indiana University School of Medicine (IUSM) in the United States, first- and secondyear students are educated using Problem-Based Learning techniques (w5), a case-based
learning and teaching technique that has been used at the IUSM for about 25 years. Over the
course of two years, students are assigned various course modules (w6):
The Molecular Basis of Medicine
Basics of cell biology, molecular biology, and biochemistry
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Human Structure
Composition of the human body, introduction to dissecting, and practical lab work
under supervision
Systemic Function
Organs and organ systems, accompanied by relevant case studies
Neural Control and Disease
The nervous system with a focus on clinical neurology
Medications and Disease
Drug effects, side effects, interactions, and contraindications
Invasion and Defenses
Basics of pathology, immunology, microbiology, and infectious diseases
Pathophysiology and Advanced Problem Solving
This is the most comprehensive module that introduces the clinical studies and
encompasses various areas of medicine. Students visit hospitals and physician's
offices to observe a physician communicating with his patient, establishing a
medical history and performing exams.
Academic tutors supervise students for each module. Additional classes or lab practicals are
sometimes required (w5). Each module concludes with a final exam.
In all modules of Problem-Based Learning, case studies are used which describe selected
medical cases and completed therapies of actual patients. Case study texts are written
chronologically from hospital admission to discharge. Students work on their case studies
without supervision, thereby learning to establish a diagnosis and to initiate a therapy in a
step-by-step process:
Section 1: Basic Science Resources
A bibliography listing the most relevant resources for the case study.
Sections 2 to 4: Case Sessions
Medical history, life habits, external factors, previous findings, and lab results. Admission to
a hospital, further examinations. Diagnosis based on the new findings.
Description of the initiated therapy. Presentation of surgery or biopsy findings, if applicable.
Progress of therapy and patient's recovery.
Section 5: Objectives, Vocabulary
Learning objectives and a list of relevant terms from the case.
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Section 6: Tutor’s Guide
This section is intended for the course instructor and contains a synopsis of medical
knowledge relevant to the case.
Section 7: Guiding Questions
A set of questions allows students to control their learning progress.
4

The research project Teaching Medical Translation

Teaching Medical Translation (w7) is a joint research project involving the Indiana University
School of Medicine, USA, (w4) and the English department at Heidelberg University's
Institute of Translation and Interpreting (IUED). It is coordinated by Prof. Dr. J. Kornelius in
collaboration with Prof. Dr. P. Bankston (Assistant Dean, Director at IUSM Northwest, Gary,
Indiana, USA). The Problem-Based Learning approach has previously been examined in the
research project by Orbán2.
A major aim of Teaching Medical Translation is to investigate the translation of medical
texts, focusing on the treatment of LSP collocations as the smallest units of specialized
medical translation. This includes the work presented here.
The IUSM generously provided 307 case studies (cf. section 3 above) to the IUED as digital
files for research purposes. These medical case studies are a unique type of medical text
communication in which expert instructors address students in their future roles as medical
professionals.
4.1

A distributed extraction of medical terms and collocations

In 2011 and 2012, Bachelor students in the English curriculum were offered the opportunity
to join the research project at the IUED: Participants who were preparing their required BA
thesis were given one case study from the project and instructed to extract its medical

2

W. Orbán (2008): Über die Entlehnung konstruktivistischer Lerntheorien in die Praxis der
Übersetzungswissenschaft. Kooperatives Übersetzen als kommunikations- und prozessorientierte
Handlungsform des Übersetzers. Trier: WVT. [Author's translation: Applying constructivist learning theories to
practical translation studies. Cooperative translation as a communication- and process-oriented method of
action for translators.]
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terminology. The aim was to compile a terminology resource that would encompass the use
of English collocations in medical case studies (cf. Kimmes & Kornelius 2011).
During 2011 and 2012, a total of 167 final-year bachelor-level students at the IUED
participated in this distributed terminology work, and accordingly, 167 of the 307 IUSM case
studies were used in this project. Each student received one case study and extracted
approximately 30 – 50 medical terms. Students also documented the different collocations
in which a term appeared. Collocations were classified according to Holderbaum's extended
system (cf. section 2.2), including a category called grammatical collocations for distinctive
word combinations that could not be categorized elsewhere. Students were provided with a
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet for entering collocations in which one predefined column is
labeled for each type of collocation, as shown below. In the following example, a student has
identified a collocation in her case study (top) and has then transferred it to her Excel
spreadsheet:

Figure 1: Identifying and entering a collocation
As shown, the components of a collocation may be located several words apart from each
other within the text. In this example, the verb to start is separated from its noun
glucocorticoid therapy by three words. Students assigned each collocation to its respective
category (syntagma). Collocations within a syntagma were entered consecutively in the
same table cell, separated by a comma or semicolon.
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4.2

Quality assurance and consolidation

A first review of the completed student work indicated that 75,917 collocations had been
extracted. Some collocations had been mistyped (e. g. *gluyoyorticoid therapy in Figure 1).
Thus, we spell-checked and corrected all collocations in Microsoft Excel using its included
proofreading tools. Excel automatically scanned the data and reported spelling errors. To
verify the correct spelling of the reported misspelled words, we selected four resources that
are considered reliable for medical language review:


the online Merriam-Webster dictionary (w9) that contains a separate section
specifically for English medical terms,



the German-language medical dictionary Roche Lexikon Medizin (w12), whose
headwords are also provided in English,



the online platform PubMed (w11), featuring a database of academic medical papers,



a Google Books search (w2) in cases where a term could not be verified with the
other three websites.

We then transferred the list of collocations with their corresponding terms to a databasefriendly format. During verification, about 3.5% of collocations were removed, mainly due to
words containing invalid characters that would have caused errors in processing (e. g. an
unexpected comma within a word). A total of 73,233 valid collocations remained to be
transferred to the database.
5

Sentiment in medical case studies: a quantitative approach

In total, these case studies contain about 1.9 million words (tokens). From the 307 texts that
can be used for linguistic research on this particular type of didactic texts, we compiled a
highly specialized English corpus.
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case study #1
case study #2

Text corpus
(~1.9 million tokens)

...
case study #307

Figure 2: Compiling all case studies into a specialized text corpus
Our corpus of case studies was then subjected to a sentiment analysis, a complete count and
classification of lexical semantic units. For this, we first annotated all 1.9 million tokens
individually. Each annotated token was automatically compared to a list of words with
specific semantic meanings. By means of a complete corpus analysis, our goal was to
empirically identify the sentiment potential of texts used in medical teaching.
For comparison we selected the General Inquirer Augmented Spreadsheet (w3) with its
approximately 12,000 English words. The Inquirer entries are individually labeled with
keywords representing their semantic properties (connotations):
positive connotation:
to facilitate, reliable

negative connotation:
grief, reluctant

These properties, also called polarities, can be identified and counted in a text by looking up
each token from the corpus in the Inquirer list and recording any associated connotation. In
the above example we would register a positive connotation for each occurrence of to
facilitate in the corpus.
Apart from positive and negative, we used three other categories in our sentiment analysis:
intensifiers:
greatly, large

attenuations:
few, partial

negations:
cannot, never

Since this procedure involves matching a set of strings against a list, the entire lookup can be
performed on a computer. This process can either be implemented manually or through
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existing text analysis software. We used the program MAXQDAplus (w13) and obtained the
following results:
Total

1,881,145 tokens

no category

1,694,886 tokens

90.09%

positive

57,320 tokens

3.05%

negative

65,420 tokens

3.48%

intensifiers

44,950 tokens

2.39%

attenuations

9,589 tokens

0.51%

negations

8,980 tokens

0.48%

Table 1: Semantic analysis of medical case studies (results)
This result is based on individual tokens (lexemes), meaning that each token was analyzed
independently from its surrounding words in the corpus. This is contrary to compositional
sentiments, which are created by a sequence of connotations that may alter or even invert a
sentiment (e. g. never reluctant). An uncategorized token represents a neutral word outside
our five connotation categories. These neutral tokens make up the vast majority of the
corpus; hence we refrained from doing an in-depth analysis of compositional sentiments.
Our findings indicate that the IUSM medical case studies are mostly free from positive or
negative words that might convey emotions, which also reduces the probability of
compositional sentiments. There are also few intensifiers, attenuations, or negations in
these didactic texts. Our semi-automated corpus analysis is a procedure derived from
computational linguistics for the purposes of translation studies.
Our findings demonstrate that in Problem-Based Learning medical students are educated
with texts that place an emphasis on neutral wordings and contain words without
connotation more than 90% of the time. This implies that the IUSM students, as future
physicians, are introduced to patient histories without being subjected to overly positive or
negative expressions. Consequently, a case study cannot provoke a strong emotional
reaction. Considering that each case study concludes with a correct diagnosis and an
initiated therapy, neutral wording facilitates an objective approach to medical problems.
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5.1

Sentiment analysis vs. empathy as a core competency of physicians

The ability to show empathy is a highly appreciated physician competency that is often
expected by their patients. As evidenced in their guidelines and learning objectives, the
Indiana University School of Medicine places an emphasis on empathy as well: "Respect for
patient as a person by: eliciting and respecting patient’s values, exhibiting cultural
sensitivity, communicating empathy, maintaining confidentiality, conforming to ethical
guidelines." (Bankston, p. 5).
Over the last 20 years, encouraging a patient to participate in treatment decisions has
become increasingly important. A physician and his patient can jointly decide for a therapy
through a process known as Shared Decision-Making (Richards 1998, Elwyn et al. 2000,
Wübbeler 2013).
Our case studies cannot help students develop empathy, since they essentially relate
medical stories without conveying any accompanying emotional connotations. Medical
students acquire this skill when they reach the practical stage in the final module of
Problem-Based Learning, visiting hospitals and physicians' offices and observing real-life
communication between a physician and his patient.
5.2

Neutral case studies in specialized translation

Translators of medical case studies must ensure that the intended text purpose remains the
same in the target language (e. g. German). That is, the translated text must be as
semantically controlled and free from emotions as the original. Thus, if a translator uses too
many words with connotations, he runs the risk of producing a biased text that no longer
allows for the objective and neutral study of a case. To avoid this situation and preserve the
scientific character of case studies, a functionally constant translation strategy is
recommended. In this approach, the translator aims to create a text that is completely free
from emotional connotations. Words with a positive or negative connotation in the target
language are actively avoided. This translation strategy corresponds to the objective,
emotionally-detached approach that medical students and physicians take when dealing
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with medical texts. Correspondingly, a translator may prefer to use collocations that contain
a neutral collocator, such as to have a myocardial infarction (instead of to suffer a
myocardial infarction), which will create a controlled type of specialized language that can
significantly facilitate translation and ensure a functionally consistent target text as well.
6

Collocations in medical case studies: Establishing a semantic order

The following analyses refer to the aforementioned case studies as a genre of medical texts.
The data is based on the terms and collocations extracted by the 167 participating students
in the project (cf. Figure 1). For this analysis, a medical term will be considered to be the
base of a collocation. Duplicates were generated when different students extracted the
same term. Similarly, collocations could also appear in several case studies and produce
duplicates.
Following quality assurance and consolidation (cf. section 4.2), we filtered out these
duplicates from our list of all collocations. The remaining collocations were grouped by
syntagmas. We obtained the following distribution:
Medical terms
4,541
collocations (incl. duplicates)
73,233
unique collocations
64,393
adjective + noun
22,247
noun (+ prep.) + noun
19,724
verb + noun (obj.)
12,149
noun (subj.) + verb
7,039
grammatical collocations
2,564
adverb + adjective
486
verb + adverb
184
Table 2: Frequency of collocations by syntagmas

100%
34.5%
30.6%
18.9%
10.9%
4.0%
0.8%
0.3%

Students extracted over 4,500 terms in total. Over 64,000 collocations were assigned to
these terms (approximately 14 collocations per term on average).
Nearly two-thirds are adjective + noun and noun (+ prep.) + noun collocations. These
syntagmas, along with the third most frequent category, verb + noun as object, account for
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84% of all collocations. Grammatical collocations and those with a noun as the subject are
significantly less frequent.
In their corpus analysis, Kimmes and Kornelius disproved the thesis of limited and
manageable collocational ranges as presented in foreign language teaching curricula
(Kimmes & Kornelius 2010). This also applies to medical case studies. Each individual text
contains a limited number of collocations, as previously demonstrated by Halkiopoulou
(2006) on text samples. If we compile the collocations for a given base from all texts,
however, their diversity and variety is similar to general English. Some medical terms were
shown to connect with more than 100 different collocators:
term (base)
collocators
term (base)
edema
193
necrosis
pneumonia
185
diarrhea
biopsy
173
erythema
fracture
159
abscess
lymphadenopathy 159
trauma
cranial nerve
151
myocardial
infarction
fever
146
hemorrhage
hypertension
145
lesion
Table 3: Medical terms with the largest collocational ranges

collocators
135
131
125
124
115
112
109
101

We also counted the number of terms having certain collocational ranges (by intervals):
collocators
frequency
collocators
frequency
1–4
1024 terms
50 – 74
110 terms
5–9
1270 terms
75 – 99
38 terms
10 – 14
819 terms
100 – 124
5 terms
15 – 19
444 terms
125 – 149
5 terms
20 – 24
316 terms
150 – 174
4 terms
25 – 49
504 terms
175+
2 terms
Table 4: Number of terms having certain collocational ranges (intervals)
A first conclusion we can draw from these numbers is that over 1,000 terms can be managed
by learning only 1 – 4 collocations for each. A language learner should take into account,
however, that these collocators can vary greatly and arbitrarily among terms, meaning that
each of the 1,000 terms has its own 1 – 4 distinctive collocations. Additional setbacks are the
15
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large collocational ranges shown in the second half of the table. We conclude that for
medical terms it is unreasonable to expect a manageable number of collocations. As in
general English (Kimmes & Kornelius 2010), the collocational range can be well above 100
elements.
To address this learning challenge, in addition to the existing syntagmas we propose
semantic criteria that can help structure the large collocational ranges. Some collocators
form a group in which they are both interconnected and related to their base through a
semantic connection. We detected three types of connections: hyponymy, meronymy, and
antonymy. From this we can establish a hierarchy of collocations and develop a didactic way
of representing large collocational ranges. Examples of these collocation groups are shown
below. These patterns can be used as a memory aid for medical translators and medical
students alike.
6.1

Hyponymy

An adjective + noun collocation usually has the noun as its base. This often produces a
hyponymic relation where the entire collocation covers a subset of the base's meaning. The
subset is limited by additional semantic properties not found in the base. In terminology
theory, such relations are known as generic relations comprising a subordinate term and a
superordinate term (cf. Arntz et al. 2014, pp. 80ff.):
adjective + noun
base

hyponymic collocations (examples)
acute ~
lumbar ~
appendicitis
chronic ~
masked ~
left-sided ~
pelvic ~
acute ~
lateral ~
myocardial
fatal ~
localized ~
infarction
inferior ~
non-fatal ~
acute ~
embolic ~
pneumonia
bacterial ~
focal ~
chronic ~
lethal ~
Table 5: Base–collocation hyponymy

phlegmonous ~
retrocecal ~
subacute ~
silent ~
subendocardial ~
transmural ~
parasitic ~
septic ~
wandering ~
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Close inspection reveals that these examples exhibit a characteristic not found in
Hausmann's definition of collocations. He posited that the semantic identity of the adjoining
collocator is only determined by its appearance in the collocation: "On appellera […]
collocatif le partenaire caractérisant qui ne reçoit son identité sémantique que par la
collocation." (Hausmann 1989, p. 1010)
(Author's translation: "The defining partner will be called collocator, receiving its semantic
identity only from the collocation.")
In specialized medical language, the collocator behaves differently in that it can be
autosemantic, independent of the base, the collocation and of its context within the
sentence.


acute
in conjunction with appendicitis, myocardial infarction, pneumonia etc. it always
has the meaning:
"having a sudden onset, sharp rise, and short course" (w8).



subendocardial
in combination with myocardial infarction always denotes the anatomic location
(below the endocardium or between the endocardium and the myocardium).

Consequently, collocators can be semantically determined even outside a phraseological
context. In our examples, the collocator's meaning is not open to interpretation, even in
isolated form, because the exact definition is already established through its use in medical
language.
Hausmann also posited that the base is semantically independent, remaining uninfluenced
by its collocator: "Lʼun des partenaires[…] est autonome sur le plan sémantique. L’autre
partenaire […] ajoute une caractérisation qui ne modifie pas l’identité du caractérisé."
(Hausmann 1989, p. 1010)
(Author’s translation: "One partner is semantically autonomous. The other adds a
characteristic that does not modify the identity of the characterized [partner].")
In specialized medical language, this definition no longer holds true to its full extent, as
shown in Table 5 above. Here collocators can change the meaning (sememe) of their
accompanying base by specializing the base in a generic relation. For example, acute
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myocardial infarction contains an additional feature which adds a specific meaning to its
base myocardial infarction: [+ emergency, requiring immediate attention]. The same type of
hyponymy can be found among noun + noun collocations.
noun + noun
base
biopsy

hyponymic collocations (examples)
~ of a lesion
bone ~
~ of cells
gland ~
~ of the spine
marrow ~
edema
airway ~
~ of the hand
ankle ~
eyelid ~
~ of infancy
lower limb ~
erythema
ear ~
~ multiforme
~ ab igne
~ toxicum
~ migrans
~ of pregnancy
Table 6: Hyponymy in noun + noun collocations

muscle ~
organ ~
white matter ~
Reinke’s ~
skin ~
vocal fold ~
eyelid ~
radiation ~
skin ~

In these examples the base's meaning is narrower when the base is used in a collocation.
Hence we will establish hyponymy as a first classification of a medical term's collocational
range.
6.2

Meronymy

Meronymy is a special case of hyponymy that describes partitive relations. Partitive relations
not only contain a subordinate term but also exhibit a part-whole relationship. The
subordinate term is called a meronym and constitutes a part of the superordinate whole (the
holonym), as described in Arntz et al. 2014, pp. 92ff..
One subtle difference to hyponymy is that the superordinate whole does not have to be the
base of the collocation. In some cases it can only be derived from an abstract semantic
criterion. This requires expert medical knowledge:
edema:

alveolar ~

bronchial ~

interstitial ~

In these examples the three collocations are listed under the medical term edema as the
base. Alveolar, bronchial, and interstitial are adjectives referring to parts of the lung (alveoli,
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bronchi, interstitium). These parts describe the anatomic location of the respective edema.
Consequently, the lung—and not edema—is the superordinate whole.
Below are several examples of collocations that can be attributed to a different
superordinate whole. The semantic criterion defining these partitive relations is usually the
anatomic location in or on the body, which often makes body the superordinate term. Most
partitive relations we observed are incomplete, meaning that not all parts of the meronym
are listed as collocators.
base
biopsy

collocations
cardiac ~
hepatic ~
ovarian ~
cervical ~
gluteal ~
macular ~
~ arch
~ artery
~ bone

criterion
anatomic
localization
within the body
erythema
anatomic
localization on
the body
maxillary
anatomic
(adjective)
localization
within the maxilla
(upper jaw)
Table 1: Meronymic collocations describing the body
splenic ~
sternal ~
testicular ~
nasal ~
palmar ~
perioral ~
~ nerve
~ sinus

holonym
body

body

maxilla
(noun)

Meronymy can thus be established as a second way of structuring a collocational range.
6.3

Antonymy

Examining the collocational range of a term will often reveal a group of related yet
antonymous (opposite) collocations. Some of these relations are contravalent, meaning that
two collocators are mutually exclusive. Although they cannot both describe their base at the
same time, one of them is always logically true. negative <> positive biopsy.
Antonymic collocation groups may also comprise three or more elements. Collocators in
such extended groups can be aligned on a scale. Again, only one collocator can describe the
base at any given time. Unlike contravalent relations, these collocations do not have to be
clearly defined and their definition may vary by speaker: mild < moderate < severe
pneumonia.
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Although the meaning of these collocations can be subjective, there is always a
superordinate property from which the classification scale originates. This property can be
derived from the respective academic field. In the examples below, a medical criterion
(shown in italics) establishes the classification scale:
appendicitis
intensity:

acute ~

subacute ~

chronic ~

complications:

complicated ~

uncomplicated ~

perforation:

nonperforated ~

perforated ~

edema
course:
anatomic
localization:

onset of ~
cerebral ~

duration:

progression of ~
pulmonary ~

resolution of ~

hepatic ~

generalized ~

transient ~

permanent ~

local ~

generalized ~

erythema
anatomic
localization:
intensity:

slight ~

significant ~

intense ~

course:

~ appears / arises

~ persists

~ disappears / resolves

pneumonia
pathogen:

bacterial ~

anatomic
localization:
intensity:

fungal ~

alveolar ~
mild ~

parasitic ~

viral ~

interstitial ~

moderate ~

severe ~

terminal ~

This allows us to use antonymy as a third way of structuring collocational ranges.
6.4

Medical terms combined with familiar verbs

The third-most frequent syntagma is verb + noun (as an object), making up 18.9% of all
collocations. This syntagma shows none of the above semantic structures, but nevertheless
plays a major role in producing specialized language texts. We observed a substantial
presence of familiar and simple English verbs in verb + noun collocations, which facilitates
written communication in medical contexts, thus promoting the use of English as a
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worldwide science and conference language. We isolated 557 nouns from all medical
collocations that combine with the verb to have as an object, such as:
to have
~ a biopsy
~ a prostatectomy ~ colitis
~ a bone scan
~ a rash
~ COPD
~ a cholecystectomy
~ a stridor
~ diabetes mellitus
~ a dissection
~ AIDS
~ esophagitis
~ a lesion
~ anemia
~ hyperthyroidism
~ a lumbar puncture
~ appendicitis
~ influenza
~ a mammogram
~ atresia
~ ischemia
~ a myomectomy
~ cardiomyopathy ~ lymphadenopathy
~ a nodule
~ carditis
~ megacolon
Table 7: Medical terms combining with to have (examples)

~ nosebleeds
~ nystagmus
~ pancytopenia
~ polyuria
~ sequelae
~ syncope
~ testicular torsion
~ tubal ligation
~ tumor

The noun objects in these collocations refer to diseases, complications, and medical
procedures. They span the entire range of human organs and body regions. The abundance
of to have among these collocations is even more remarkable considering that they were
taken from academic texts and not from a layman's introduction, where the use of simpler
English words might well be expected. If we look closely, we can discern semantic patterns in
these collocations as well. In the above-listed collocations, to have does not describe a
possession or personal property (as in to have a car). Instead, the verb has the more
specialized meaning of "to experience especially by submitting to, undergoing, or suffering"
(w10).
Other familiar English verbs also combine with medical terms:
base
myocardial
infarction

verb collocations
to be involved in ~
to prevent [a] ~
to cause [a] ~
to recover from [a] ~
to die of [a] ~
to rule out ~
to lead to ~
to suffer [a] ~
biopsy
proven on ~
to get a ~
to carry out a ~
to make a ~
to consider a ~
to need a ~
to do a ~
to offer ~
Table 8: Collocations involving general-language verbs

to suffer from ~
to survive [a] ~
to treat [a] ~
to trigger [a] ~
to take a ~
to use ~
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Verb collocations with to have will often allow two alternatives for substitution. They also
combine with to suffer from and/or to experience, as in:
to experience
to have
to experience an
to have an
to experience
to have
to experience
to have
to experience
to have
to experience
to have
to experience
to have
to experience
to have
Table 9: Variation in verb collocations

to suffer from
to suffer [from] an
to suffer [from]
to suffer from
to suffer from
to suffer from
to suffer from
to suffer from

anorexia
anxiety attack
chronic back pain
chronic daily headache
constipation
fecal incontinence
migraine
tinnitus

We conclude that specialized medical language often provides more than one possibility to
express a given concept, with each alternative bearing a slightly different connotation. If an
author chooses to experience, they will remain neutral and adopt a more formal style of
writing. Using to suffer will add a negative connotation according to the General Inquirer
word list (w3) and interfere with the neutral character of case studies. There are few
occurrences of this verb in the case studies however. Counting all verb forms we found 225
occurrences of to suffer, which amounts to about 0.1% per mill (1/10,000th) of all tokens.
This is in line with our previous finding that the case studies contain only few words with
emotional connotation (cf. section 5). Case studies are intentionally written in a neutral way
according to their intended academic purpose. An author can avoid verb connotations either
by preferring high-register verbs whenever possible, or by opting for simple verbs without
emotional bearing.
7

Medterm Heidelberg – a medical termbase

As previously shown, we can place some medical collocations in semantic relations that will
provide one or more alternatives for translating a specialized language text. We designed a
tool that allows a translator to make use of these variations. Our focus is on experienced
users who wish to quickly verify a tentative collocation.
For this purpose we developed the medical terminology database Medterm Heidelberg,
containing approximately 4,500 medical terms from the Teaching Medical Translation
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project, along with the over 64,000 unique collocations that student-participants had
extracted. The concept was first presented in its development stage at the Teaching Medical
Translation III conference (Akkach 2011b) and in an online academic research paper (Akkach
2011a). The database is set up with a login for registered users (w1). Its potential for
specialized translation is based on an onomasiological structure.
7.1

An onomasiological termbase structure

Our termbase structure uses one entry for a term's representation in all languages. The first
section of such an entry contains concept-related data. These information categories do not
change across languages:


Definition: The definition identifies a medical term by describing its characteristics
and properties. A definition is the same in all languages by its content. It is only the
outer appearance that changes, since the definition must be expressed in a given
language.



Image and Subject: An image can be provided to illustrate the concept. The subject is
used to assign the concept to a medical field.

These three categories are shown in gray in the figure below. All other categories, shown in
white, constitute language-related data, with an emphasis on collocations.
Definition

Entry

Subject

Image

Term (German)

Term (English)

Language

Language

Synonym

Synonym

Plural

Plural

...

...

Collocations

...
...

Collocations

Figure 3: Medterm Heidelberg's onomasiological termbase structure
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7.2

Illustrating medical collocations in tables

The terms in our database are highly specific to medical language because they originate
from a special type of medical texts. We reserved a significant amount of space for
collocations, not only because they are units of translation, but also because they illustrate a
term's syntactic context within the sentence. Collocations are grouped by syntagmas and
sorted alphabetically. When the user opens an entry, all collocations pertaining to the
respective term are displayed on the screen in table-form. For edema the 193 available
collocations are shown as follows.
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Figure 4: Displaying collocations in Medterm Heidelberg
In section 2.3 we discussed these large lists and their shortcomings in systematic collocation
learning. Their length notwithstanding, the lists may help a language learner in discovering
the semantic relations described earlier in this paper. Focusing on an individual syntagma, a
user can find to detect / to diagnose edema as a pair of similar collocators in group 2 or the
antonyms to relieve / to worsen an edema. Group 4 has the three alternatives edema
appears / forms / occurs and the antonyms edema narrows / extends.
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7.3

Finding specific collocations with auto-suggestions

Collocations can also be retrieved through a directed search. A specialized translator may
wish to quickly verify a tentative collocation, as set out by Angelone. For example, a user
might consider using the aforementioned to relieve an edema, but he first needs verification
before incorporating it in his text. Instead of sifting through the complete list under edema,
the collocation candidate is entered into a search field:

Figure 5: Search with auto-suggestions
We designed the search function for maximum flexibility. The system will show matching
collocations, even while the user is typing. Thus, it is not necessary to open the complete
termbase entry, since the collocation is retrieved from its list and transferred to the search
page. As shown in the example, a user can type parts of the collocation even if they are
separated by other words such as "an".
Clicking on the auto-suggestion result will direct the user to the complete entry for edema,
which also shows this collocation:

Figure 6: Selecting and displaying a search result
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This allows the user to discern similar collocations within the same syntagma, such as to
decrease an edema, which may be used as an alternative in the future.
7.4

Using Medterm Heidelberg as a translation tool

Our termbase features two approaches for working with medical collocations: exploring all
collocations for a term and verifying a given candidate.
This mitigates problems associated with terms in specialized language that have large
numbers of unpredictable collocations. We designed Medterm Heidelberg and its features
over a period of several years using current web development technology. Once a user is
logged on, they can keep the website open in a browser window and use it as a background
translation reference resource. The user interface is designed to make optimum use of the
available screen space. Termbase entries and their collocations are based on a 1.9 million
token corpus and can thus be considered an effective reference tool for medical translation
into English.
8

Summary

Collocations are the smallest translation units to be considered in specialized language.
Medical terms in our case studies are embedded in three major types of collocations:
1. an adjective followed by a noun,
2. a noun followed by another noun,
3. a verb followed by a noun object.
The first two types exhibit semantic characteristics that provide a clear structure for at least
some of its collocations: They can be placed in hyponymic, meronymic, or antonymic
relations.
The third group contains a large number of medical terms that combine with general English
verbs to form collocations. The most prominent example is the all-purpose collocator to
have. Despite their lower register, these simple verbs can rightfully be regarded as a part of
specialized medical language.
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Acceptable collocations in a given situation may vary by semantics (connotations) and by
pragmatics (register), so they must not be considered as fully synonymous. A medical
translator working on case studies should focus on a neutral wording that places an
emphasis on semantic restrictions, not pragmatics: The primary objective is to avoid evoking
unnecessary emotion in the text. As long as both are semantically neutral, using a generallanguage verb next to a medical term is an acceptable strategy.
An online termbase allows us to leave behind the linguistic discussion about the status of
collocations and terms (cf. section 2.2). Problems of traditional lexicography do not apply to
these systems as there are no space constraints. The process of looking up an expression no
longer is dependent on the lexicographer's approach of categorizing collocations and
headwords. Any search is automatically performed on all sets of data, accelerating and
facilitating the translation process in a seamless manner.
9
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